AMERICA'S GREAT GIFT TO THE COMMANDER

A Challenge to officers, Local Officers, Soldiers and Recruits to "Make it Twenty".
Twenty years ago I was called to the lead of The Salvation Army forces marching under the Stars
and Stripes. What a twenty years of lightings hard and desperate, of phenomenal difficulties
overcome, of formidable foes scattered, of Alpine steeps of financial crises scaled, of advances
into the vortex of human suffering and sin, of achievements that have surpassed even our prayers
and faith!
In the swift look we give our yesterdays, not one of us — officer or soldier or friend — but is
stirred to the depths by all these evidences of the abundant goodness of God, who has shown
us the way, turned our weakness to might, our fears to trust, and, according to His promise, met
our finite limitations with the illumination of His wisdom and the revelation of His grace. Forever
and forever to Him be all the glory!
Make a Thank-offering
Now we must sing our song of gratitude in our old-fashioned way, and to our old-fashioned
melody that has made such sweet music in the ears of all the nations the way and the melody of
service.
It was suggested to me that my own dear people, and our many friends, would like to give me
some expression of appreciation of my personal toils in the country's interests through the twenty
years, and of the place God has given me in their hearts, but there is no gift that I could accept
save the gift by which our beloved Army would profit, and in which every officer and soldier so
infinitely dear to me could share. I argue, a thank-offering must be made, but we must make one
to God for His manifested goodness through these years; we must make one to the Flag as a
seal upon all the sacrifice and sorrows and triumphs with which we have filled them together;
and, as you so wish, you shall make one to me as an expression of the unbroken love and
confidence you have too generously given me through the long period of our warfare together.
Could there be anything better? Could there be anything more typical of American courage,
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enterprise and enthusiasm? Could there be anything more characteristic of the ambition that is
never satisfied with what it has won, but turns from its achievements immediately possessed for
more and still more than that we should crown our twenty years with a twenty per cent increase?
Love is Its Own Reward
I call upon all who read these lines, or to whom their purport may be carried, to rally in one great
union of warm hearts and stirred minds and open hands, beating and thinking and acting
together in one accord to make this marked advance.
Love is its own reward, and nothing that I have ever given or suffered or done for America but
what has in the very giving found its recompense, as I know you, too, have found the guerdon
of your own self-denial and service. But in the mighty scheme, which touches every horizon of
our undertakings for the uplift of the people, I see not only the greatest possible reward my
officers and soldiers could make me, but the possibility of a gift to God and the Flag so intrinsic
in its worth, so far-reaching in its effects as to perpetuate for long years to come everything we
have fought for and won through these twenty years.
The effort must be participated in by the greatest number of people that have ever joined in an
Army enterprise. Let it embrace everyone. I would like all those who have ever heard the sound
of my voice from the public platform, every soul that has been blessed by my utterances, every
heart that has come in touch with Jesus Christ through ray individual efforts, every convert and
soldier and recruit who have been glad of following under my leadership, to feel that they must
personally take some part, that their share is indispensable in the great gift to their Commander
at the close of her twenty-first year among them.
Is it not fitting that we should so honor God and encourage each other's hearts by setting up
this twentieth milestone which shall memorialize, as marble testimonial could never do, the
Divine Hand which has come down to crown us? Is it not fitting that after twenty years' grace
given for service, twenty years! victory over the foes of men's souls, twenty years of light shining
from our unworthy lanterns upon the darker places, twenty years leading the way out of tortuous
and stupendous difficulties, twenty years of the precious thing called life, twenty years of
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marvelous opportunity to sow the seed, and twenty years of marvelous reaping, is it not fitting
that we should come together in one supreme effort to make a truly honorable offering to Cod
and to The Salvation Army, which He has enabled us to plant to deeply in the Nation's heart?
Let's Make It Twenty
Beloved people of mine, you have encouraged me to ask great things of you. Your faith, your
courage and your service have never failed me, You have been so wonderful in your response to
my requests, raising large sums of money for our cause, increasing by leaps and bounds the
number of our publications, gathering, greater promises of youth into our fold, increasing
soldiership and officership to a considerable degree; but never have I asked you anything with
such intensity, with such burning desire, with such a desperate want in it, as this.
Comrades of a thousand hard-fought battles, friends of a thousand times of stress, companions
on a road whose every uphill climb has endeared us to each other and made more worth while
the end of our onward march —
MAKE IT TWENTY!
(February 14, 1925)
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